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In this study the writer will discuss about Eric Claptons song lyric, those are Tears in Heaven and My Father Eyes. Eric
Clapton is a popular singer, he is known as a ballad singer and a songwriter. Tears in Heaven and My fathers Eyes are
songs based on his life story.

Irony, on the other hands, is a literary device or figure that may be used in the service of sarcasm of ridicule or
might not. Nevertheless, when he know that his kid dies his life all of the sudden changed, his heart to life
became sadness, cold, and he sensed very disappointed and he always troubled about his loss. Third, numbers
of conversation are a way of adding mental intensity to often merely informative claims and of conveying
attitudes along with information. Tears in Heaven and My fathers Sight are songs based on his life storyline.
This level is very hard when we tried out to comprehend what the meaning of losing in our life is. This process
allows the dying person to detach oneself from things of love and passion. The lyrics implies that there can be
an inability to simply accept the fact that people passed on, and also in this lyrics there is a deep longing sense.
Sometimes, applies generally turn blind eye towards the syllabus of the exam without considering its impact
and start their preparation with the last year's pattern and that's not a fair method of study for that SKI
Probationary Officer Exam. Predicated on Kubler-Ross levels of grief analysis the copy writer found stages of
grief in the Tears in Heaven lyric. The article writer also dreams the readers have a new insight about the
analysis of lyrics. Centre of Interest and Theme First, the lyric in Tears in Heaven is defined of the
loudspeakers grief or bereavement. Diction and Sound effects The lyric words are quite difficult to
comprehend by the visitors. Ballad is a popular music that often says story. By then, it clearly the
loudspeakers real condition, and full of the lyrics much more tells about how precisely are complicated the
audio system feeling when he confronted his grief. The readers could get the point easily of the actual speaker
would like to deliver but this lyric the readers must be understand the meaning in each verse. The creators
grieves in this lyric are different from when he made Tears in Heaven. He is not talking with anyone but he
talks to himself about the things he has experienced and the reality that actually he will not want to have it.
The article writer will use subconscious approach and find the theory of bereavement, theory phases of grief
by Ross. The word as my heart and soul slides right down to die sounds like a sadness and depression of the
author that he needs to meet his beloved son however the present condition is not identical to before. Now I
actually think, subconsciously, I just wasn't prepared to let go, because it recommended - on some level -
enabling go of my child. Scroll with the parts of the lesson plan that many appeal to you and cut and paste the
complete questions you need to use into your new, personalized The Wonderful Wizard of Oz lesson plan.
Grief is also a universal problem for almost everyone on the planet. Grief : a firmly unpleasant emotional state
associated with reduction or deprivation and often accompanied by sobbing or weeping Chaplin, , p.
Additionally, the using my fathers eyes become the audio system key to make people who listen his songs can
feel his how deep is his grief when he sacrificing his beloved. Daddy is always by your side. The main verse
and chorus part, has an extremely close connection with other verses. Both lyrics show that grief has a
meaning about how to accept and face the loss in life. Here are the first two sentences of Amy Tan s short
narrative personal essay Confessions: My mother s thoughts reach back like the winter tide, exposing the
wreckage of a former shore. The lyric composition, which all verses are related to each other, eight standard
verses and chorus, shows the presenter idea to published this lyric more powerful and important on sharing
with his feeling. Synecdoche and Metonymy: Synecdoche the utilization of the part for the whole and
Metonymy the utilization of something directly related for the thing actually meant are alike in hat both
substitute some significant details or aspect of an experience the knowledge itself. By the sound effects, the
speaker would like to show his feelings while he's trying to accept his damage. It may be defined as the
representation through words of sense experience. The presenter uses repeating word such as my fathers sight
to do it again and explaining his feeling. The copy writer uses collection research because collection research
can help the copy writer get many data in understanding the analysis of lyrics. After the copy writer is
convinced that the ideas are suited to connecting the idea in this analysis, the next thing is to connect each of
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Ross ideas to answer the questions in the situation formulation. In The Death of My Father, the author
concludes by saying, My father s death has a thousand endings Do an individual will wish here we are at get
optimistic marks from your title essay paper writer the same as your great do? Pain and Guilt This second
level that the author realizes that losing has happened holds true. The writer mentioned that Clapton when he
published this lyric he attempted to face the truth that his son is passed away. IN MY OWN Fathers Eye lyric
grief is figuratively detailed that grief had a big effect in the writers life, some simile and personification in
this lyric has a so this means of missing and sense of dropping. All of the tools we need are given to all of us
from the moment we into secondary school. As well as tears in Heaven, this lyric has an identical ending form.


